This study investigates the phenomenon of IS6110-mediated deletion polymorphism in the direct repeat (DR) region of the genome of Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Clinical isolates and their putative predecessors were compared using a combination of DR region restriction fragment length polymorphism, IS6110 DNA fingerprinting, spoligotyping, and DNA sequencing, which allowed the mapping of chromosome structure and deletion junctions. The data suggest that adjacently situated IS6110 elements mediate genome deletion. However, in contrast to previous reports, deletions appear to be mediated by inversely oriented IS6110 elements. This suggests that these events may occur via mechanisms other than RecA-mediated homologous recombination. The results underscore the important role of IS6110-associated deletion hypervariability in driving M. tuberculosis genome evolution.
It has been suggested that insertion sequence-mediated deletion events are an important mechanism driving mycobacterial genome variation (6, 11) . Homologous recombination between directly repeated IS6110 elements has been proposed as a likely mechanism for genomic deletions in clinical isolates (11) . On insertion, the IS6110 element generates 3-or 4-bp duplications of the sequence immediately flanking the point of insertion (9) , and the absence of these 3-or 4-bp direct repeats (DRs) is interpreted to reflect homologous recombination events between two IS6110 elements (6, 11) . This knowledge was used in conjunction with in silico analysis of sequences flanking the 16 IS6110 elements in the Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv genome to identify the deletions RvD3, RvD4, and RvD5 (6) . Similarly, analysis of sequences immediately flanking IS6110 elements in a 20-kb variable region of the chromosome provides further examples of the absence of flanking DRs, again implying IS6110-mediated deletion events (20) . However, to our knowledge, no study has yet fully investigated evolutionary intermediates to substantiate this hypothesis.
Thus far, the phenotypic impact of the described deletions remains uncertain, with much speculation on the proposed function of deleted and disrupted genes (3, 6, 15, 26, 42) . Intriguingly, increasing amounts of genomic deletion have been associated with a reduced likelihood for the strain to cause pulmonary cavitation (22) . Also, it has been suggested that there is a correlation between the progressive accumulation of deletions and Mycobacterium bovis BCG attenuation (3) . However, the genetic basis for these phenomena remains unclear.
To date, attention has focused mainly on comparisons of the Mycobacterium species for which the complete genome sequence is available, for example, M. tuberculosis, M. bovis, and M. leprae. Clinical isolates of M. tuberculosis have been relatively neglected by the field of comparative genomics. However, some investigators have examined deletion polymorphism in clinical isolates, specifically focusing on the DR region of the genome (13, 36) . This locus consists of numerous copies of a 36-bp DR, separated by variable spacer sequences of 35 to 41 bp long (19) . Each DR unit with its associated spacer is referred to as a direct variable repeat (DVR) (17) . The DR region has been described as a hot spot for the insertion of an IS6110 element in members of the M. tuberculosis complex (19) . It is speculated that this could reflect either true preferential insertion or reduced frequency of excision of the element once inserted into this region (19) . Alternatively, this region may represent the ancestral IS6110 integration site in the M. tuberculosis chromosome, with the current chromosomal arrangement of the various copies of IS6110 reflecting outward migration from this region (9, 30) . The DR region exhibits polymorphism in M. tuberculosis, and this has been exploited for strain typing using a novel PCR-based fingerprinting method known as spoligotyping (16, 21) , which is dependent on the presence or absence of variable spacer sequences between the DRs. The present understanding is that homologous recombination between adjacent or spatially distant DR elements is responsible for the observed variability (13, 17, 19, 36) . In addition, mutational events mediated by IS6110 also contribute to diversification of this region. These events can include transposition and recombination leading to deletion (13, 17, 36) .
This study investigates the DR region as a model locus to study the evolution of chromosomal domains where adjacent IS6110 elements are known to occur. We address the phenomenon of deletion polymorphism in the DR regions of clinical isolates of M. tuberculosis. Five discrete deletion polymorphisms in the DR region were investigated. Sequencing of the deletion junctions and comparison to putative predecessor strains (as defined by genotyping) have been utilized to elucidate the mechanisms leading to genome deletions. The results support the involvement of the insertion sequence IS6110 in the observed deletions. However, in contrast to previous reports, the data suggest that IS6110-mediated deletion occurs either via unidentified intermediate strains or by mechanisms other than homologous recombination between directly repeated copies of the element.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study setting and strain selection. An ongoing molecular epidemiology study of tuberculosis in a high-incidence community in the Western Cape, South Africa, has produced a database of more than 2,000 M. tuberculosis isolates from over 800 patients (37, 38) . These isolates have been typed according to internationally standardized protocols by IS6110 DNA fingerprinting (35) and DR region restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) (19) . Five isolates (392, 397, 704, 780, and 973) (Fig. 1) , representing examples of the three dominant strain family groupings within the study community (38) (where a family of strains is defined as isolates which are Ͼ65% related in terms of IS6110 DNA fingerprinting, as determined by GelCompar [Applied Maths, Kortrijk, Belgium]) were selected for further analysis. These isolates were chosen on the basis of spoligotypes, which indicated a deletion of the 5Ј portion of the DR region. An additional three isolates ( Fig. 1 ) representing putative predecessors of strains 392, 397, and 704 (1985, 176, and 1227, respectively) were investigated to establish the mechanisms whereby the observed deletions occurred. The putative predecessors were identified by either (i) GelCompar comparisons of DNA fingerprints detected with oligonucleotide primers IS-3Ј, IS-5Ј, and DR (strains 1985 and 176) or (ii) phylogenetic analysis of a group of closely related strains (1227) (39) .
DNA hybridization. Southern blots containing PvuII-digested genomic DNA were sequentially hybridized with enhanced-chemiluminescence-labeled IS-3Ј (35) (Fig. 1A) , IS-5Ј (40) (Fig. 1B) and Marker X (Roche), as recommended by the manufacturer (Amersham). To identify DR-containing PvuII fragments, membranes were hybridized with 32 P-labeled DRr probe (19), as previously described (39) .
Spoligotyping. DNA polymorphism in the DR locus was detected by spoligotyping according to a standardized protocol (21) . Briefly, the method relies on the presence or absence of spacer sequences between the characteristic 35-to 41-bp DRs. The DRa (5Ј-biotinylated) and DRb oligonucleotides (Table 1) , complementary to either side of the DR unit, were utilized to amplify the intervening spacer regions from clinical isolates of M. tuberculosis. The resulting amplification products were then hybridized to a commercially available membrane (Isogen Biosciences BV, Maadsen, The Netherlands), with covalently linked parallel rows of 43 synthetic oligonucleotides representing the unique spacer sequences between DR units in the DR region. This generated a characteristic spoligotype pattern for each isolate, where a positive hybridization signal was indicative of the presence of a particular spacer.
DNA manipulation. PCR amplifications were performed with the Expand Long Range PCR system (Roche). Reaction mixtures contained 1 g of DNA template, 50 pmol of each primer (see Fig. 3A and Table 1 ), 1ϫ reaction buffer 3, and 5 U of enzyme. Cycling conditions included a 2-min 94°C denaturation step, followed by 35 cycles (with 1 cycle consisting of 30 s at 94°C, 30 s at the specified annealing temperature, and the specified extension time at 68°C), followed by a 10-min extension step at 68°C (times and temperatures specified in Table 2 ). PCR products were electrophoretically fractionated in 0.8% agarose (1ϫ Tris-borate-EDTA [pH 8.3] ) and then visualized under UV after ethidium bromide staining. PCR products were purified with the Wizard PCR purification kit (Promega) and subsequently cloned using the pGEM-T Easy vector system (Promega) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Plasmids were isolated using the Wizard DNA purification system (Promega), restriction mapped, and sequenced. All DNA sequencing reactions were performed on an ABI3100 automated sequencer.
Sequence analysis. The DNA sequence of the M. tuberculosis MTCY16B7 cosmid was downloaded from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) website (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). The BLASTN algorithm was used to identify the positions of IS6110 insertions and to localize the deletion junctions. The precise points of insertion into the DR region were confirmed by comparison to the published MTCY16B7 sequence (7) and recently reported sequence data (2, 36) . DVRs were numbered according to the numbering system of van Embden et al. (36) . For comparative purposes, the original numbering of DVRs (21) and the rational nomenclature proposed by Dale et al. in 2001 (10) are also shown (Fig. 2 and Table 3 , respectively).
RESULTS
Spoligotype analysis of the DR region. Spoligotyping and DR RFLP analysis identified strains from three dominant strain families with deletion of the 5Ј portion of the DR region (strains 392, 397, 704, 973, and 780 [ Fig. 2] ). To investigate the mechanisms giving rise to the observed structure of the DR region in these strains, putative predecessor strains were identified. GelCompar analysis of IS-3Ј and IS-5Ј DNA fingerprints were utilized in conjunction with spoligotype data to identify strains most closely related to the strains with DR deletions but with an intact DR region (strains 176, 1985, and 1227 [ Fig. 2] ). Putative predecessor 176 and 1985 strains shared highly similar IS6110 banding patterns with strains 397 and 392, respectively. The differences between the banding patterns could be directly attributed to IS6110 insertions or deletions within the DR region. Although the IS6110 banding pattern of isolate 1227 differed slightly from that of isolates 704 and 973, the DR region reflected that the ancestral structure with an IS6110 insertion in the flanking region at position 3124718 (41) An ancestral strain for isolate 780 could not be identified.
The genotypically closely related strains 392 and 397 (as defined by IS-3Ј and IS-5Ј DNA fingerprinting) shared identical spoligotype patterns. This spoligotype pattern was also identical to that of the genotypically unrelated strain 704, which in turn differed from the genotypically closely related strain 973 by the presence of a hybridizing signal for one DVR (DR unit plus associated spacer). Strain 780 demonstrated a distinct spoligotype pattern, with deletion of the 5Ј portion of the DR region.
Analysis of the structures of DR region and flanking chromosomal domains. To determine the structure of the DR region and flanking chromosomal domains in the selected strains, these regions were amplified using the primer combinations shown in Table 2 and Fig. 3A , and subsequently cloned and sequenced. For reference purposes, sequence data are expressed relative to the M. tuberculosis H37Rv sequence (7), and DVRs (DRs plus associated spacer sequences) are numbered as recently proposed by van Embden et al. (36) (see Fig.  2 and Table 3 for alternative nomenclature according to the nomenclature system of Kamerbeek et al. [21] ). Sequence encompassing the DVRs is referred to as the DR region, and sequence outside of this is referred to as DR-flanking sequence. Genetic maps were constructed on the basis of partial sequence data and were confirmed by comparison of predicted PvuII product sizes to the IS-3Ј, IS-5Ј, and DRr DNA fingerprints.
3 DR structure. Analysis of the presence or absence and arrangement of DVRs in strains 176, 392, 397, 704, 973, 1227, and 1985 demonstrated that these strains all had the same DVRs, and in the same order, as the 3Ј side of the M. tuberculosis H37Rv DR region ( Fig. 2 and Fig. 3A to E). However, in strain 973, the position of the IS6110 insertion was offset by 11 bp towards the 3Ј side of the DR region, suggestive of an additional insertion event in this strain. A further difference between the strains was evident in the orientation of the respective IS6110 insertions, as illustrated in Fig. 3 and 4 . The arrangement and sequence of DVRs in the DR region of strain 780 were identical to those in strains described by other investigators (2, 21, 36) and contains five unique DVRs not found in M. tuberculosis H37Rv (Fig. 3F) . One of these unique DVRs contains a PvuII site (118 bp from IS6110) that results in a 579-bp PvuII fragment with only one complete DVR sequence which does not detectably hybridize to the DRr probe under the conditions employed. Therefore, the DR hybridizing band is not coincidental with any of the IS-3Ј or IS-5Ј hybridizing bands ( Fig. 1 ) 5 DR structures of strains 704 and 973 and putative predecessor strain 1227. To investigate the possible deletion mechanism in strains 704 and 973, the sequences were compared to the sequence of putative predecessor strain 1227. Within the region of interest, strain 1227 has two IS6110 insertions labeled (i) and (ii) in Fig. 4B . One of these two IS6110 insertions, insertion (i), is in the DR-flanking region, while insertion (ii) is located within the DR region. Both of these insertions are flanked by unique 3-bp DRs which are characteristically formed during IS6110 transposition, although these differ between insertion (i) and insertion (ii).
Strain 704 has only one IS6110 insertion, which is in the same orientation as that of insertion (i). The 5Ј sequence flanking this element is identical to that on the 5Ј side of insertion (i), while the 3Ј-flanking sequence is identical to that flanking insertion (ii). The intervening sequence that is present in strain 1227 is absent in strain 704, and the single IS6110 insertion in strain 704 is not flanked by 3-bp DRs. Rather, the 3-bp sequences flanking the insertion in strain 704 correspond to the 3 bp 5Ј of insertion (i) and the 3 bp 3Ј of insertion (ii) in strain 1227. These data suggest that strain 704 arose from strain 1227 (or a similar closely related strain) via an IS6110-mediated deletion event. Elsewhere, IS6110-mediated deletion events have been suggested to occur via homologous recombination between directly repeated copies of the insertion sequence (11) . In contrast, results presented here demonstrate that the ancestral strain has inversely orientated IS6110 elements in the DR region and DR-flanking region. This is suggestive of an alternative recombination mechanism or an unidentified intermediate strain.
The structure of strain 973 is very similar to that of strain 704, but strain 973 has an additional 11-bp deletion on the 3Ј side of the single IS6110 insertion element (ii) in the DR region. We hypothesize that an additional IS6110 insertion occurred 11 bp 3Ј of the ancestral insertion, into the same DVR, and that this was followed by subsequent recombination events leading to genome deletion. However, as the orientation of this insertion is unknown, it is not possible to elucidate whether recombination occurred between directly or inversely oriented IS6110 elements. This IS6110 insertion disrupts the spoligotyping primer DRb site in the DR unit flanking spacer 35, resulting in the absence of hybridization signal for DVR 35 (Fig. 2) .
5 DR structures of strains 397 and 392 and their respective Fig. 4C and D) . Using this approach, isolate 176, with a DR-flanking insertion in a position identical to that of isolate 397, but with an intact intervening sequence and DR region, was identified (Fig. 4C ). Sequence data from the two strains show that the position and orientation of the DR region insertion in the predecessor strain are identical to those in M. tuberculosis H37Rv, with the DR-flanking region insertion in the opposite orientation. The overall structure of the DR region and flanking sequence in strain 176 is therefore very similar to that observed in strain 1227, the predecessor to strain 704 (compare Fig. 4B and C) . These results suggest that the mechanism leading to deletion is similar to that proposed for strain 704. A search of the complete DNA fingerprint database (Ͼ2,000 isolates) failed to identify an immediate predecessor strain for strain 392. The most closely related strain (according to IS6110 RFLP banding pattern [ Fig. 1] ) that was identified, namely, strain 1985, contained an identical (in terms of position and orientation) DR region insertion, but no DR-flanking region insertion. It is proposed that strain 392 evolved from strain 1985 (or a closely related strain) via an intermediate with an insertion between 19795 and 19796 bp (Fig. 4D) , with a subsequent recombination event leading to deletion of one IS6110 element and the intervening sequence.
Interestingly, the absence of DVRs 31 to 34 on the spoligotype patterns of strains 176 and 1985 (Fig. 2) , and the lack of 3-bp DRs flanking the insertion element suggests that these strains have undergone a prior IS6110-mediated deletion event in the DR region. It is hypothesized that an additional IS6110 insertion occurred 5Ј of the ancestral insertion in a predecessor strain and that this mediated the subsequent deletion (not shown).
5 DR structure of strain 780. Strain 780 exhibits the largest deletion of sequence flanking the DR region (4,355 bp) in these isolates, and its structure is identical to that recently described by other investigators (2, 36) . A database search failed to identify a predecessor strain; therefore, the relative orientations of IS6110 elements which may have mediated the deletion event are unknown.
DISCUSSION
Analyses of sequence data from M. tuberculosis clinical isolates (11, 20) and in silico sequence comparisons (6) have suggested that the insertion sequence IS6110 may promote chromosomal deletion events mediated by homologous recombination. The IS6110 element generates 3-bp duplications on insertion (9) , and the absence of these short DRs flanking the IS6110 element has been cited as evidence of such events. However, to date, studies have not provided substantial evidence in the form of sequence data from predecessor strains. ble, putative predecessor strains were identified and analyzed to investigate mechanisms whereby deletion events occurred. Although these predecessor strains were not strictly isogenic, their IS6110 RFLP banding patterns suggested that they were closely related. This was supported by phylogenetic data which also predicted the evolutionary order (41) . We believe that these strains reflect the ancestral structure of the DR region; however, we cannot exclude the possibility that unstable evolutionary intermediates occurred.
Analysis of the structures of the DR regions in strains 704 and 397 and comparison to their putative predecessor strains (1227 and 176, respectively) demonstrate that the putative predecessors both contain DR-flanking region insertions that are oriented opposite those in the DR region itself. This is in contrast to previous studies, which have suggested that putative predecessor strains have directly repeated IS6110 elements which undergo homologous recombination events leading to genome deletions (6, 11) . In the present study, the sequence data suggest deletion of one insertion element and the intervening sequence from the predecessor on the basis of the absence of 3-bp repeats flanking the element. However, conventional understanding dictates that homologous recombination between directly repeated sequences results in deletion events, whereas homologous recombination between inverted repeats leads to inversion of the intervening sequence (23, 29, 31) . While this study is not specifically designed to detect genome inversions, this phenomenon has not been previously reported in M. tuberculosis, including a study which compared the whole genome sequences of two independently sequenced isolates (14a). Homologous recombination is often mediated by RecA and usually requires sequence homologies of 50 bp or more (25) . Rarely, homologous recombination can occur between shorter regions of homology (Ͼ20 bp), and in such cases, it is often RecA independent (25) . It is difficult to reconcile the inversely oriented IS6110 elements seen in this study with deletions by a classical homologous recombination pathway. It is also unlikely that the inverted repeats within the IS6110 elements act as sites promoting homologous recombination, as these are only 28 bp long. In addition, these internal inverted repeats are imperfect and demonstrate a 3-bp difference, and inspection of the sequence data does not reveal rearrangement of any of the inverted repeats, further supporting the conclusion that they do not function as substrates for homologous recombination in this instance.
The data do not, however, rule out homologous recombination via alternative scenarios. For example, there may exist an undetected intermediate strain in which one IS6110 copy is inverted by an undetermined mechanism, followed by homologous recombination between the now directly oriented IS6110 elements. Alternatively, a second IS6110 element may integrate into the DR region, immediately flanking, but oriented opposite the existing insertion, such that the existing triplet repeat is regenerated. The presence of an IS6110 element in the same orientation as the DR-flanking region insertion could then mediate deletion via a conventional homologous recombination pathway. If the DR locus is indeed a true preferential integration locus, then this is a plausible hypothesis. In this regard, it is interesting that sequence data suggest the occurrence of a second discrete insertion in isolate 973 within the same DVR (DVR 35). Furthermore, Groenen et al. (17) reported a second DR region insertion in a duplication of DVR 35, which might suggest that some inherent sequence characteristic promotes frequent insertion into this particular site.
An alternative mechanism is that of RecA-independent, spontaneous deletions mediated by short sequence homologies (1, 25) . In this model, short sequence homologies of as little as 5 to 8 bp can mediate large deletions (700 to 1,000 bp) by a slipped mispairing mechanism. It is possible to apply this model to the strains investigated here, by considering the terminal part of the inverted repeats (excluding the 3-bp difference) as the substrate for this type of recombination event. Slipped mispairing between the two right-hand inverted repeats of the IS6110 elements could then lead to deletion of one element and the intervening sequence.
Other possible deletion mechanisms were discussed by Fang et al. (11) and included site-specific recombination and transpositionally mediated mechanisms. Site-specific recombination involves recombination between predetermined loci (18) , but as with homologous recombination, site-specific recombination between inverse repeats will lead to inversion of the intervening sequence (28) and is therefore unlikely to be occurring here due to the observed deletion of the intervening sequence. The transpositionally mediated mechanisms include deletion of target DNA on insertion sequence (IS) integration, IS excision with associated deletion, and deletion of sequence flanking the donor IS copy on duplicative transposition (8) . It is evident that numerous mechanisms can be invoked to explain the observed deletion events. While homologous recombination via an unidentified intermediate strain may be the simplest explanation, in the absence of confirmed immediate predecessor strains and knowledge of IS6110 transposition mechanisms, the mechanism remains unproven.
Interestingly, in strain 392, the position of the point of IS6110 integration into the DR region is identical to that of the closely related strain 397, but the orientation of the element is opposite that of strain 397. It is proposed that the opposing orientation of the remaining IS6110 element in these two strains is the result of two independent recombination events. This is supported by sequence analysis of the DR-flanking region, which revealed slightly offset IS6110 integration points in the two strains, indicative of discrete IS6110 transposition events. In the case of strain 392, deletion may be mediated by homologous recombination between directly repeated IS6110 elements. However, in the absence of a defined predecessor strain, this remains speculative.
Analysis of strain 780 revealed the largest deletion relative to M. tuberculosis H37Rv, identical to the deletion recently identified by van Embden et al. (36) . In this case, the DR IS6110 insertion occurs in a newly identified DVR (2, 36) and is not identical to the M. tuberculosis H37Rv insertion. Without the support of data from predecessor strain types, it is difficult to speculate on the mechanism whereby this deletion occurred. Extensive analysis of the strain database did not reveal the presence of a putative ancestor, which may reflect that this deletion is a relatively ancient event. This is supported by the widespread distribution of this strain worldwide (5) .
This study has identified a number of discrete IS6110 integration points within an 8-kb region encompassing part of the DR locus (n ϭ 3) and its flanking sequence (n ϭ 4) in the five strains analyzed. Intriguingly, we have identified a number of isolates which contain an IS6110 insertion at the so-called ancestral DR insertion site, but the orientation of the insertion is opposite that which is normally observed. Other investigators have reported three additional integration points within the DR region (4, 14, 17, 36) . Therefore, the DR region and its flanking sequence represent a further example of a preferential insertion locus. The preferential integration of IS6110 apparently causes the region to be prone to IS6110-mediated deletion events, as deletions of DR-flanking sequence ranging in size from 1,142 to 4,355 bp were identified. A similar scenario was suggested for a 20-kb hypervariable region recently described by Ho et al. (20) . Factors influencing the frequency of recombination events within a preferential integration site are as yet unknown, but it is expected that proximity and relative orientation of IS6110 elements, as well as the sequence of the surrounding chromosomal region, will play a role.
Further investigation will be necessary to establish whether deletion-associated hypervariability is a feature of other IS6110 preferential integration regions that have been identified (12, 24, 32, 33, 40) . The results of preliminary analysis (not shown) demonstrate that the majority (11 of 12) of deletions identified in a previous study (40) correspond to preferential integration regions, as identified by mapping of IS6110 insertion sites to the M. tuberculosis H37Rv genome (32, 33, 40) . Together, these findings support the role of IS6110 as a mediator of genome diversity in M. tuberculosis. In the absence of horizontal gene transfer (7) and with the limited sequence diversity (27, 34) that is observed in the pathogen, IS6110-mediated deletion may represent an important mechanism for strain adaptation.
